about the power of theatre and importance of the arts, and instead points to the role material conditions and context play. He implies that form matters when discussing the social impacts of theatreor in the age of Twitter: #NotAllTheatre.
This Views & Reviews section features five book reviews that cover a wide breadth of scholarship on Canadian theatre and its connections to international approaches. However, each book raises questions about the role of theatre and performance in civic life. The section begins with Alan Filewod's review of Barry Freeman and Kathleen Gallagher's collection In Defence of Theatre. As Filewod notes, the collection's significance is tied less to concrete pronouncements about theatre's power and more to "the parallax of familiar questions and responses couched in new vocabularies that express the anxieties of our contemporary theatre culture." Filewod finds that, while already a popular topic, In Defence of Theatre brings forth productive conversations on affect, particularly around questions of who is watching and impacted by contemporary theatre.
The importance of asking who is in the audience-as well as who the intended audience is-comes to the forefront in Performing Indigeneity, edited by Yvette Nolan and Ric Knowles. As Lindsay Lachance states in her review, all of the essays are by Indigenous artists and scholars, meaning the collection "embodies sovereignty." This embodiment of sovereignty weaves through the collection, starting with Dylan Robinson's "Welcoming Sovereignty" in which the author performs an "unwelcome action" (16) by requesting that non-Indigenous readers do not read a section of his work. Lachance outlines how this action-along with other conversations in the collection-highlights Indigenous performance as means of survival.
Next Piet Defraeye reviews Nicole Nolette's Jouer la traduction. Théâtre et hétérolinguisme au Canada francophone-a monograph that contributes to the emerging field of heterolingual performance through a focus on Francophone theatre outside of Quebec. As Defraeye notes, this practice-while still fringechallenges "linguistic purity" and has a history of acting as a rehearsal for the everyday-in this case for opening up spaces for minority languages and dialects. Defraeye situates Nolette's conViews and Reviews VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Editorial: Radical Rehearsals tribution to this field as an intervention itself-"as activist scholarship" that "assembles a tremendous repository of theatrical history often overlooked or willfully neglected by Francophone or Anglophone hegemonies." The concept of hegemony also appears in Louis Patrick Leroux and Charles R. Baston's collection Cirque Global: Quebec's Expanding Circus Boundaries, much of which delves into the global dominance of Cirque du Soleil. As Zita Nyarady notes in her review, while the collection covers the "ubiquitous behemoth that is Cirque du Soleil," the transdisciplinary nature of circus studies also allows for a number of other topics to come to the fore, including the reciprocal relationship between the stage and political action.
Like Cirque Global, History, Memory, Performance-edited by David Dean, Yana Meerzon, and Kathryn Prince-looks at performance on a global scale. In her review of this collection, Isabel Stowell-Kaplan outlines how contributors cover a range of disciplines, geographic locations and timeframes. Yet she teases out a number of connective threads that surface throughout, including Diana Taylor's notion of the repertoire. Stowell-Kaplan also notes that several contributors "examine the ways in which performance might bring the past into the present, and even gesture to the future"-a gesture that returns to the notion of theatre as a rehearsal for future repertoires. 
